Breedlove
CUSTOM MASTERCLASS BUILD-TO-ORDER
2019 Program
BREEDLOVE IS A CUSTOM SHOP

We build every instrument one-by-one, specifying every top and back thickness individually, depending on the nature of the wood and body shape you select. No robots. Bend, Oregon is the only place you can go to truly get this handcrafted custom experience.

Each guitar individually designed by you, handcrafted by Breedloves finest craftsmen, Sound Optimized by the most advanced acoustic technology, and Hand Voiced to be the best sounding, playing and looking guitar in your collection.
You will sound better, play better and play more.

Do it in style with your personally designed Breedlove Custom Masterclass.
THE CUSTOM MASTERCLASS BUILD-TO-ORDER PROGRAM

Like visiting a tailor, selecting the cloth and cut, the suit crafted to you - Breedlove is offering the CUSTOM MASTERCLASS BUILD-TO-ORDER PROGRAM. You select the body style, tonewoods and aesthetics - designing a Masterclass which is distinctly you. The palate of woods are yours to choose – each will be Sound Optimized and Hand Voiced to give you superior sound, balanced tone, and an instrument you will cherish for a lifetime. Handcrafted by our finest Master Craftsmen, your Breedlove Masterclass will be a one-of-a-kind guitar – Your Breedlove! Please contact your local Breedlove Distinctive Dealer to begin this process. All instruments will include ebony veneer, fretboard and bridge with a 1 3/4” nut width, bone nut and saddle, 6 strings, standard frets and an Ameritage Deluxe Hardshell Case.

Body Shape: Choose One

Concerto *Includes Solid Wave Headstock shape; 14 frets to body, 25.5” scale; 3 3/4” dia. Sound hole; EXP 17 Medium Strings. $7,065 MSRP; $5,299 Sell Price.

Concert *Includes Solid Asymmetrical Headstock shape; 14 frets to body, 25.5” scale; 4” dia. Sound hole; EXP 16 Light Strings. $6,799 MSRP; $5,099 Sell Price.

Concertina *Includes Slotted Wave Headstock shape; 12 frets to body, 25” scale; 3 7/8” dia. Sound hole; EXP 16 Light Strings. $6,799 MSRP; $5,099 Sell Price.

Top Tonewood: 3A/Master Grade Wood, Choose One

- Sitka Spruce
- Adirondack Spruce
- Bearclaw Sitka Spruce
- Port Orford Cedar
- Western Red Cedar
- Sinker Redwood

Top Finish: Choose One

- Gloss
- Semi-Gloss
- Natural
- Whiskey Burst
- Copper Burst

Top Color: Choose One
Back & Sides Tonewood: 3A/Master Grade Wood, Choose One

East Indian Rosewood  Cocobolo  Koa  Myrtlewood  Maple  Walnut

Back & Sides Finish: Choose One

Gloss  Semi-Gloss

Back & Sides Color: Choose One

Natural  Whiskey Stain  Copper Burst

Neck Wood: Choose One

Mahogany  Maple

Neck Finish: Choose One

Natural Semi-Gloss  Tinted Semi-Gloss  Sunburst Semi-Gloss

(color will complement back and side color.)

Bridge Shape: Choose One

Delta  Winged (Concerto, Concert only)
**Rosette:** Choose One

- Simple Rosette w/ BWB
  - Purfling Example
  - Green Abalone Ring
  - Bloodwood Ring
  - Koa Wood Ring

- Spoked Rosette w/ BWB
  - Purfling Example
  - Green Abalone Spokes
  - Bloodwood Wood Spokes
  - Koa Wood Spokes

- Herringbone w/ .015” black outer purfling ring example

**Body Binding:** Choose One

- Maple (figured)
- Koa (figured)
- Bloodwood
- Ebony
- EI Rosewood

**Fretboard Binding:** Choose One

- Yes
- No

*(Binding will match body binding)*
**Top Purfling:** Choose One

- Black
- BWBWB
- Herringbone

**Back & Side Purfling:** Choose One

- Black
- BWB

**Fretboard Inlay:** Choose One

- None
- Masterclass Leaves
- Offset Dots
- Linear Fusion
- Centered Dots
- Hooks
- Mosaic Pins (offset)

**Tuners:** Choose One

- Solid Headstock (Concerto & Concert)
  - Gotoh 510 Chrome w/ Ebony buttons
  - Gotoh 510 Gold w/ Ebony buttons
  - Gotoh 510 X-Gold

- Slotted Headstock (Concertina)
  - Gotoh 780 Gold w/ Black button
  - Gotoh 780 Nickel w/ Black button

**Electronics:** Choose One

- None
- LR Baggs EAS VTC
- LR Baggs Anthem Tru-Mic

**Strap Button:** Choose One

- None
- Gold
- Chrome / Nickel